
1) She is a king / a queen.

2) You are a boy / a girl.

3) He is a cook / a teacher.

4) They are singers / dancers.

5) Am I a police officer? 

Yes, you are. / No, you aren’t.

6) This is a textbook / a notebook.

7) These are her / their bags.

8) What / Who is it?

It is a dog.

9) What / Who is she?

She is a student.

10) Who / Whose books are these?

They are her books.

Circle the correct answer.
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11) a book → 2 _____

12) a bus → 3 _____

13) a knife → 4 ______

14) a baby → 5 ______

15) a mouse → 6 ____

Write the plurals. Be careful of the spellings.

Fill in the blanks with these words: a, an, the, some, any

16) Is there _____ milk? Yes, there is.

17) There aren’t _______ eggs in the basket.

18) There are _______ cookies on the plate.

19) I see _______ moon. _______ moon is bright.

20) I see _______ tree. _______ tree is high.

21) There is _______ apple.

22) Is there _______ banana? Yes, there is.

23) Are there _______ grapes? No, there aren’t.



Circle the correct form of the adjectives.

24) Her hair is long / short.

25) His hair is long / short.

26) The horses are faster than / the fastest

the turtles.

27) The golf ball is smaller than / the smallest.

28) The shark is more dangerous than / 

the most dangerous the dolphin.

Listen to the teacher. Write the missing words.

29) We ___’ _ drink tea. 

We drink hot chocolate.

30) She doesn’t play basketball. 

She _____ soccer.

31) Do you speak English?  Yes, I __.

32) ____ she play video games?

No, she doesn’t.



Listen to the teacher. Write the missing words.

33) We ___ taking a test.

34) I ___’_ drive a car.

35) ___ you jumping?

Yes, __   ___.

37) __ he sitting?

No, __   ___’ _.

39) __ you live in Japan?

Yes, I __.

41) ____ she have a dog?

Yes, she ____.

Spell the –ing form of the verbs

43) go → __________ 47) make → __________

44) dance → __________   48) punch → __________

45) eat → __________ 49) swim → __________

46) hit → __________ 50) stand → __________


